Block coordinate descent (BCD) methods approach optimization problems by performing gradient steps along alternating subgroups of coordinates. This is in contrast to full gradient descent, where a gradient step updates all coordinates simultaneously. BCD has been demonstrated to accelerate the gradient method in many practical large-scale applications. Despite its success no convergence analysis for inverse problems is known so far. In this paper, we investigate the BCD method for solving linear and non-linear ill-posed inverse problems. As main theoretical result, we show that for operators having a particular tensor product form, the BCD method combined with an appropriate stopping criterion yields a convergent regularization method. To illustrate the theory, we perform numerical experiments comparing the BCD and the full gradient descent method for the non-linear inverse problem of one-step inversion in multi-spectral X-ray tomography.
Introduction
We consider the solution of inverse problems of the form y a p@xI; : : : ; xBA C z (1.1) by block coordinate gradient descent (BCD) methods. Here p X h 3 is a possibly non-linear forward operator between Hilbert spaces a X 1 ¢ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¢ X B and , with domain of definition h . Moreover, x a @xI; : : : ; xBA P is the vector of blocks xb P X b of unknown variables, y P are the given noisy data, and z denotes the data perturbation that satisfies kzk for some noise level ! H.
For many inverse problems, the individual blocks xb arise in a natural manner and might correspond to xb a fb, where fbX b 3 R are functions modeling unknown spatially varying parameter functions. The blocks might also be formed by applying domain decomposition a 1 2 : : : B to a single function f X 3 R, and defining xb a fj b as the restriction of f to b .
Iterative regularization methods
The characteristic feature of inverse problems is their ill-posedness which means that the solution of (1.1) is not unique or is unstable with respect to data perturbations. In such a situation, one has to apply regularization methods to obtain solutions in a stable way. There are at least two basic classes of regularization methods: iterative regularization and variational regularization [5, 21] . In this paper we consider iterative regularization and introduce and analyze BCD as new member of this class of regularization methods.
The most established iterative regularization approaches for non-linear inverse problems are the Landweber iteration and its variants [8, 10, 17] x k+1 Xa x k s k p@x k A £ p@x k A y ; (1.2) where x 0 Xa x 0 P is an initial guess, s k is the step size and p H @x k A £ denotes the adjoint of the Fréchet derivative of p at x k . If the step size is taken constant, then (1.2) is the non-linear Landweber iteration analyzed in [8] . Other step size rules yield the steepest descent and the minimal error method [18] or a more recent variant analyzed in [17] . Kaczmarz type variants of (1.2) for systems of ill-posed equations have been analyzed in [4, 6, 7, [12] [13] [14] . Kaczmarz methods make use of a product structure of the image space, and are somehow dual to BCD methods which exploit the product structure of the pre-image space. We see that each iterative update requires computing B separate partial Fréchet derivatives and separately updating each of the blocks.
Block coordinate descent (BCD)
In order to accelerate the iterative update, a natural idea is to simplify the iteration ( (1.4) where the control b@kA P fI; : : : ; Bg selects the block that is updated in the kth iteration. If we apply the BCD iteration to exact where a H data we write x k instead of x k . Rigorously studying the iteration (1.4) in the context of ill-posed problems is the main aim of this paper. To guarantee convergence in the noisy case we will slightly modify the update rule of the BCD iteration by including a loping strategy which skips kth iterative step if a certain residual term is sufficiently small (see Definition 2.3).
Note that the iteration (1.4) arises by applying the block gradient decent method, well known in optimization [3, 16, 20, 22] , to the residual functional 1 2 ky p@xAk 2 .
In a finite dimensional setting, BCD and other coordinate descent type methods are well studied. However, existing convergence results mostly analyze convergence in the objective value. This only implies convergence in pre-image space, if the residual functional is strongly convex. Strong convexity does not hold for ill-posed problems. Therefore, existing convergence results and methods cannot be applied to ill-posed inverse problems.
To the best of our knowledge, no convergence result for (1.4) in the ill-posed setting is available. As the main contribution in this paper we will present a convergence analysis of BCD applicable to the ill-posed case. We show that under assumptions specified in Section 2, for operators having a particular tensor product form, the BCD iteration yields regularization method for solving ill-posed linear and nonlinear problems.
Outline
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present main assumptions made in this paper, derive an auxiliary results and introduce the loping strategy. In Section 3 we present the convergence analysis. In the exact data case, we show that the BCD iteration converges to a solution x £ of the given equation as k 3 I. In the noisy data case we show that the stopping index of the loping BCD iteration is finite and the corresponding iterates converge to x £ as 3 H. To illustrate the theory, in Section 4 we consider a practical example comparing BCD and the full gradient method for one-step inversion in multi-spectral X-ray tomography [1, 2, 11, 19] . The paper concludes with a short discussion presented in Section 5.
Preliminaries
In this section we formulate the main assumptions and derive basic results that we require for the convergence analysis presented in Section 3.
Note that for any Hilbert space X it holds X B 9 R B X. For any b P fI; : : : ; Bg we define the projection operators Here b@kA P fI; : : : ; Bg is the selected block at the kth iteration, s k > H is the step size, and x 0 Xa x 0 P is some initial guess. Recall that in the case of exact data where a H, we write x k instead of x k .
Main assumptions
Throughout we assume that the following holds. p is continuously Fréchet-differentiable on a ball B @x 0 A; For someM > H, we have Vx P B @x 0 AX kp H @xAk M .
(A3) For every b P fI; : : : ; Bg there is a constant b P H;IA such that V x; x P B @x 0 AX b @p@ xA p@xA p H @xA@ x xAA < b k b @p@ xA p@xAAk ; (2.3) where we have set Then we have p a q. The derivative of p satisfies p H @xA a @q H @xAA. Moreover, according to (A2) there exists M > H such that Vx P B @x 0 AX kq H @xAk M. These properties will be frequently used in the convergence analysis provided below.
We note that the main difficulty we faced with in the convergence analysis of the BCD method for ill-posed problems is that even for exact data y a p@x £ A, the error kx k x £ k is not monotonically decreasing, except for some very special cases.
This can be easily verified for linear operators in R n . On the other hand, the BCD is monotonically decreasing in the objective value, which is used in existing convergence theory for optimization problems [3, 16, 20, 22] . However, this cannot be used directly for the convergence analysis in the ill-posed setting where the value of the residual functional gives no bounds for the error kx k x £ k.
To overcome the above mentioned obstacles in the convergence analysis we will study the auxiliary sequence @x k A kPN which, by linearity, satisfies
x k+1 a x k s k b(k) p H @x k A £ @p@x k A y A :
As an important auxiliary result we will show monotonicity for @x k A kPN . This allows us to show that the BCD method combined with a loping strategy is a convergent regularization method. In fact, this is the reason for requiring the forward operator p to have the particular tensor product form specified in assumption (A2).
The convergence analysis in the more general setting is still an open and challenging problem. For the considered one-step formulation of the multi-spectral X-ray tomography problem, the forward operator has a form close to the form assumed above.
Monotonicity
The following lemma is an important auxiliary result, which will be used at several places throughout this article. Then, the following estimate holds:
In particular, if the step size is chosen such that
where for the third equality we used that £ and q H @x k A £ commute, and for the fourth equality we made use of commutation relation q H @x k A a q H @x k A and the identity b(k) £ a kv b(k) k 2 b(k) .
Next by adding and subtracting the term y p@x k A, and using the identity hy p@x k A; b(k) @y p@x k AAi a k b(k) @y p@x k AAk 2 we obtain
where for the first inequality we made use of the tangential cone condition (2.3).
By combining (2.9) with the above estimate, we obtain
Then the residuals r k Xa k b(k) @y p@x k AAk of the loping BCD iteration (2.10),
where, s k , min , max are chosen such that
If r k < , then d k a H and x k+1 a x k and therefore (2.14) holds with equality. If r k ! , application of Lemma 2.2, (S2) and (S1) yield 
This implies that we can choose the step sizes bounded from below. In particular, (2.13) holds for the constant step size choice s k a min =M 2 .
3 Convergence Analysis of the BCD method Throughout the following, let Assumption 2.1 be satisfied. Moreover, we assume that the step sizes satisfy s min s k s max for some numbers s min s max independent of the iteration index k P N and the noise level ! H, and that (S1)-(S3) in Lemma 2.4 hold.
Convergence for exact data
In this subsection we show convergence of the BCD iteration in the noise free case.
The proof closely follows [4, 12] . In the case of exact data, where a H, we write s k a s k and x k a x k . Proof. Let x £ P satisfy p@x £ A a y and define k Xa x k x £ . We will show that @ k A kPN is a Cauchy sequence. For k a k 0 p Ck 1 and l a l 0 p Cl 1 with k l and k 1 ; l 1 P fH; : : : ; p Ig, let n 0 P fk 0 ; : : : ; l 0 g be such that
for all i 0 P fk 0 ; : : : ; l 0 g :
With n Xa pn 0 C p I we have k k l k k k n k C k l n k k n k k 2 a Ph n k ; n i C k k k 2 k n k 2 ;
(3.4) k n l k 2 a Ph n l ; n i C k l k 2 k n k 2 :
According to Lemma 2.2, the nonnegative sequence @k k kA kPN is monotonically decreasing and therefore converges to some ! H. Consequently, the last two terms in equations (3.4) and (3.5) converge to " 2 " 2 a H for k 3 I. In order to show that also h n k ; n i and h n l ; n i converge to zero, we set i £ Xa pn 0 Ci 1 . Then using the definition of the BCD method in (2.2) for i P fH; : : : ; p Ig we obtain jh n k ; n ij a jhx n x k ; x £ x n ij where we defined C Xa s max v 2 max @P C Pp C s max M 2 v 2 max pA. Finally, we have jh n k ; n ij C s min
Because of Lemma 2.4, the last sum converges to zero for k a pk 0 C k 1 3 I which implies jh n k ; n ij 3 H. Similarly, one shows jh n l ; n ij 3 H. Therefore, k is Cauchy sequence and x k a x £ k tends to an element x + P , which is a solution of p@xA a y since b(i)(y p(x i )) 3 H. Further, if ker@p H @x + AA ker@p H @xAA for all x P B @x 0 A, then we have
x k+1 x k P ker@p H @x k A £ A ker@p H @x k AA c ker@p H @x + AA c and hence
x k x 0 P ker@p H @x + AA c for all k P N :
Then this holds true also for the limit of x k . Since x + is the only solution for which this condition holds, it proves that x k 3 x + .
Convergence for noisy data
In the noisy data case, we consider the loping version of the BCD. The iteration is terminated when for the first time all x k are equal within a cycle. That is, we stop the iteration at k £ Xa rg min n k P N j x k a x k+1 a ¡ ¡ ¡ a x k+p 1 o : (3.11) We first show that the stopping index is always finite. We call the step size selection @s k A kPN continuous at a H if for all k P N we have lim 30 supfks k s k k j y P ky y k g a H: (3.14) An example for a continuous step size selection is the constant strep size s k a min =M 2 . The next auxiliary result shows that continuity step selection implies continuity of x k at a H. Lemma 
Now (3.15) follows from the continuity of p and q H @x k A, and the induction hypothesis implying x k 3 x k .
Theorem 3.4 (Convergence of the loping BCD for noisy data). Suppose the step selection @s k A kPN is continuous at a H. Let @ j A jPN P @H; IA N converge to H and let @y j A P N be a sequence of noisy data with ky j yk j . Let @x j;k A kPN be defined by the loping BCD iteration with data y j and stopped at k j Xa k £ @ j ; y j A according to (3.11) . Then @x j;k j A jPN converges to a solution of p@xA a y as j 3 I. Moreover, if (3.1) holds, then x j;k j 3 x + .
Proof. Let x £ denote the limit of the iterates x k for exact data which is a solution of p@xA a y. From Lemma 3.3 and the continuity of p we have, for any k P N, that x j;k 3 x k and p@x j;k A 3 p@x k A as j 3 I.
To show that x j;k j 3 x £ , we first assume that k j has a finite accumulation point k £ . Without loss of generality we may assume that k j a k £ for all j P N. From Proposition 3.2 we know that k b @y j p@x j;k£ AAk < j . By taking the limit j 3 I, we obtain y a p@x k£ A. Consequently, x k£ a x £ and x j;k£ 3 x £ as j 3 I. It remains to consider the case where k j 3 I as j 3 I. To that end let > H. Without loss of generality we assume that k j is monotonically increasing. According to Theorem 3.1 we can choose n P N such that kx kn x £ k < =P. Equation (3.15) implies that there exists j 0 > n such that kx j;kn x kn k < =P for all j ! j 0 . Together with the monotonicity we obtain x j;k j x £ kx j;kn x £ k kx j;kn x kn k C kx kn x £ k < P C P a for j ! j 0 :
Because is non-singular, this shows x j;k j 3 x £ as j 3 I. Finally, if (3.1) holds true, then x £ a x + by Theorem 3.1. Consequently, it holds x j;k j 3 x + which concludes the proof.
Application to multi-spectral X-ray tomography
In this section we apply the BCD and the Landweber iteration to one-step inversion in multi-spectral X-ray tomography. In the following we denote by D R R 2 the disc with radius R < I centered at the origin. We define the fan beam Radon transform
It can be easily verified that the fan beam Radon transform RX L 2 @D R A 3 L 2 @S 1 ¢ S 1 A is linear and continuous [15] .
Mathematical modeling
We assume that the tissue is composed of B different materials each of them having a different energy dependent X-ray attenuation coefficient b @EA with b a I; : : : ; B.
The combined X-ray attenuation coefficient is then given by @E; ¡ A a B b=1 b @EAfb ;
where fbX R 2 3 H;I is the fractional density map of the bth material. Our goal is to determine the fractional density maps fb from multi-spectral X-ray transmission measurements. Normalized spectrum of a typical X-ray source [1, 2] . This spectral energy distribution will be considered for our experiments.
The energy sensitive X-ray transmission measurements result in the intensity [2] I W a W s@EA exp@ R@@E; ¡ AAA dE :
Here W H;IA denotes the energy window where the measurement is made and sX H;IA 3 R is the product of X-ray beam spectrum intensity and detector sensitivity. We assume the detector sensitivity to be constant and that the spectrum s is known for energies ranging from PH ke to IPH ke covering any energy window.
The spectrum used for the numerical results is the same as in [1, 2] and shown in Figure 4 .1.
In order to recover multiple material densities, we use multiple energy windows.
We choose the same number B of spectral windows as we have different materials.
Moreover, to simplify the mathematical formulation we uniformly discretize the en- We can decompose the operator p in the form p@fA a @ i A @fA (4.6) where
The operators ; ; are linear and bounded. To show the continuity and differentiability of p we have to verify that i is continuous and differentiable. with i H @gAh a @exp@ g i Ah i A N i=1 :
Proof. One only has to verify that f U 3 exp@ fA is continuous and Fréchet differentiable on L 2 @D R A with derivative given by i H @gAh a exp@ gAh. For that purpose, let khk 2 In the context of the BCD method, the fractional density maps fb play the roles of the blocks xb. The form (4.6) of the forward operator p is close the form that we used in the theoretical analysis of the BCD method. In fact, if N a B and a sd then p a q with a linear operator of the form a V sd L 2 () and a non-linear of the form q a i a sd R B G. However, in practice we have N > B and T a sd and therefore our convergence analysis does not apply. Moreover, in the actual implementation we will work with logarithmic data log p instead of px, which we observed to yield much faster convergence. Additionally, we apply a preconditioning technique as outlined in the following subsection. Extending the convergence analysis of BCD such that it applies to multi-spectral CT is subject of future research.
Logarithmic scaling and preconditioning
The energy dependence of the mass-attenuation coefficient of different materials can be quite similar. In order to enhance the dependence on the different materials we propose a logarithmic scaling and preconditioning technique (different from [2] ).
For simplicity we consider only the case B a P, the general case can be treated in a similar manner.
The proposed preconditioned logarithmic data take the form r@fA Xa 2 r 1 @fA r 2 @fA 3 a 2 c 1;1 c 1;2 c 2;1 c 2;2 3 2 log@p 1 @fAA log@p 2 @fAA 3 a 2 c 1;1 log@p 1 @fAA C c 1;2 log@p 2 @fAA c 2;1 log@p 1 @fAA C c 2;2 log@p 2 @fAA 3 ; (4.9)
where f a @fI; fPA are the unknowns and c 1;1 , c 1;2 , c 2;1 , c 2;2 are parameters. Moreover, recall that p 1 @fA and p 2 @fA are the X-ray intensities defined by (4.5) corresponding to W 1 ; W 2 fI; : : : ; Ng modeling the discrete energy windows. The preconditioned inverse problem consists in solving the system v 1 a r 1 @fI; fPA C z 1 (4.10) v 2 a r 2 @fI; fPA C z 2 ;
(4.11)
where v 1 ; v 2 are data perturbed by noise @z 1 ; z 2 A.
In order to solve the equations in (4.10), (4.11) with the BCD method we define the residual functionals¨1 @fI; fPA Xa I P kr 1 @fI; fPA v 1 k 2 ; 2 @fI; fPA Xa I P kr 2 @fI; fPA v 2 k 2 :
Application of the BCD method requires the adjoint gradient of p 1 and p 2 , that we compute next. Proof. This follows from the chain rule. These expressions will be used for the implementations of the BCD as well as the Landweber method applied to the preconditioned system (4.10).
Numerical implementation
For all our experiments we used fan beam geometry. Each channel of the discrete phantom has size RHH ¢ RHH. We discretized R using 300 detector positions k equidistantly distributed on S 1 . For each detector position we compute RVI line integrals for uniformly distributed angles `in the interval =Q; =Q. To actually compute Rf@ k ; `A we used the trapezoidal rule and linear interpolation where we discretized the line integral using 400 equidistant sampling points in the interval H; P. The adjoint R £ g is evaluated using the standard backprojection algorithm with linear interpolation. We used N a QH equidistant discrete energy positions from PH ke to IPH ke.
For our numerical studies we apply one-step inversion in multi-spectral CT tomography to reconstruct a head phantom composed of two different material map derived Figure 4 .3: Attenuation coefficients of brain and bone taken from NIST tables [9] . Left: Attenuation spectrum for brain. Right: Attenuation spectrum for bone.
from FORBID head. The phantom is shown in Figure 4 .2 and consists of the pair f a @fI; fPA, where fI corresponds to the fractional density of the brain and fP to the fractional density of the bone material. We slightly modified the FORBID head phantom by inserting a disk with value I=P in both components to demonstrate that the method can actually reconstruct mixed material distributions. The mass attenuation coefficients of the material maps (bone and brain) are taken from NIST tables [9] and are shown in data p@fA a @p 1 @fAA; p 2 @fA according to Definition 4.1 are plotted, where the indices I and P corresponds to energy windows PH ke; UH ke and UH ke; IPH ke, respectively. One can observe, the data for both energy windows look quite similar. This is because of the similar energy dependence of the mass attenuation coefficients for fI and fP; compare conditioned data we use for the reconstruction. For comparison purpose, the last row in Figure 4 .4 shows the negative logarithm of the X-ray intensities for the full energy window, with in each case containing only one of the material maps. We have chosen the constants c 1;1 a I, c 1;2 a I:QS, c 2;1 a I and c 2;2 a P:Q in such a way that each of the modified data blocks highlights different aspects of the material maps. Note that we have selected the constants for data of a very different phantom in order to avoid inverse crime. 
Numerical results
For the following results we compare the performance of the BCD method with the standard gradient method as reference method. We use a cyclic control b@kA a @k IA mod B and constant step sizes for both methods. Note that for the BCD as well as the Landweber method we included a positivity constraint. Figure 4 .5 shows reconstruction results for the bone and brain material map. Due to the applied logarithmic scaling and preconditioning, both methods are able to separate the materials after a reasonable number of iterations. One observes that even the mixed part can be reconstructed as well. eb Xa kfb f rec bk 2 kf rec bk 2 of the bone and the brain map using the Landweber method and the BCD method.
The horizontal axes show the number of iterations in the Landweber method and the number of cycles (number of iterations divided by the number of blocks) in the BCD method. A cycle for the BCD method has the same numerical complexity as one iteration for the Landweber method. The BCD method delivers a lower relative error for the brain map, the relative error of the reconstruction for the bone map is similar for both methods.
Reconstruction results for noisy data are shown in Figure 4 .7. To generate the noisy data, we added Gaussian white noise with standard deviation equal to P 7 of the maximal value of the exact data. In order to maintain stability of both iterations we stopped the Landweber iteration after IIT iterations, accordingly the BCD-method is stopped after IIT cycles. The relative squared reconstruction error is shown in Figure 4 .8. Again, the BCD method is roughly a factor two faster than the Landweber method in recovering the brain map. For recovering the bone map, both methods are equally fast. We associate this different behavior to the particular form of preconditioning. As can be seen from the second line in Figure 4 .4, both preconditioned data pairs contain significant parts of the data corresponding to the brain whereas the bone data is mainly contained in the second one. Investigating optimal weights for the preconditioning is an interesting aspect of future work.
Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed the BCD (block coordinate descent) method for non-linear inverse problems. For a particular tensor product form we have shown that the BCD method combined with an appropriate loping and stopping strategy is a convergent regularization method for ill-posed inverse problems. As a practical example we applied the BCD method to one-step inversion in multi-spectral X-ray computed tomography.
The analysis in the present paper applies to operators having the tensor product form V G@xA a V @GI; : : : ; GIA, where V P R B¢B and GX D X 3 Y is nonlinear. Future work must be done to extend the analysis to more general forward The Landweber method is shown in blue and the BCD method in red. We observed the typical semi-convergence behaviour and therefore stopped the iterations at 116 cycles.
operators. This is challenging as the BCD is not monotone in the reconstruction error kx k x £ k. However, we believe that the technique introduced in this paper of finding a suitable norm where monotonicity holds can also be extended to more general situations.
